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aPopulation Health Sciences, King’s College London, London, UK; bDepartment of Geography, University of Exeter, 
Exeter, UK; cDepartment of Geography, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK; dSchool of Engineering and 
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ABSTRACT
Waste has become a pivotal public health and environmental problem 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. In this interdisciplinary review, we move 
beyond the ‘coronalitter’ and ‘coronawaste’ discourses, which have come 
to dominate public imaginaries of waste, to consider less-visible dimen-
sions of waste infrastructures and systems . We demonstrate how waste is 
coming to matter in new ways that offer opportunities for reconfiguring 
health research. By examining the literature addressing the impacts of 
COVID-19 on the geographies of waste, we shed light on how waste is 
being problematised and researched through logics of public, environ-
mental, and occupational health. We argue that these logics structure 
understandings and practice, whilst drawing attention to the overlaps and 
limits that allow links across disciplinary silos and problem domains to be 
forged. Developing a multi-logics approach, the paper outlines a research 
agenda for approaching waste as a critical public health problem at a time 
of intersecting health crises.
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Introduction

Waste has become a pivotal public health and environmental problem during the COVID-19 pan-
demic. Although concerns about waste and pollution long precede this pandemic, in this inter-
disciplinary review we demonstrate how waste is coming to matter in new ways that offer 
opportunities for reconfiguring health research. ‘Coronalitter’ has come to dominate public imagin-
aries of waste at this time – with the disposable mask becoming a ‘poster object’ (Marres, 2012) for 
thinking through environmental problems entangled with the COVID-19 response. The environ-
mental concerns around personal protective equipment (PPE) have productively revealed the 
tensions between various and sometimes competing logics of health (see, De Wilde et al., 2020). 
But it is also important to note that the discards of COVID-19 are more than just wayward disposable 
masks – litter after all constitutes a small fraction of total wastes produced (Pollans, 2021). There are 
less-visible dimensions of waste infrastructures that are obscured in concerns over PPE lingering on 
footpaths and finding its way into distant environments. The processes of collecting, transporting, 
sorting, storing, disposing, burying, recycling, and incinerating waste materials – and the people who 
perform this pivotal labour – have been side-lined in pandemic waste politics. Attending to the 
practices and processes of waste management can generate situated understandings of waste and 
its implications for health, in ways that avoid ‘purity politics’ which too readily individualise and 
responsibilise systemic environmental problems (see, Shotwell, 2016).
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This paper presents a novel broad-reaching interdisciplinary review of the literature addressing 
the effects of COVID-19 on the problems of waste and its management. This scholarship has grown 
rapidly since the early stages of the pandemic and continues to proliferate – spanning biomedicine, 
the social sciences, environmental sciences, and fields beyond. The aim of our review is to inter-
rogate this research and consider how it provides lessons for approaching the problems of waste. 
Approaching waste as a critical public health problem can, we argue, unsettle the sequestration of 
waste from broader health consideration, and at the same time confront economies and cultures of 
disposability. By paying close attention to waste work – both as an infrastructural practice and an 
analytical problem that enables new forms of understanding – we articulate the different ways 
health is examined across disciplinary fields of research and expertise. Thinking with Mol (2008), we 
learned through our review that waste is problematised through different ‘logics’ of health, speci-
fically public health, environmental health, and occupational health. By identifying and comparing 
the different logics, we demonstrate how waste is a problem that embodies some of the key 
challenges of achieving health across a variety of domains at a time of intersecting planetary health 
crises.

After outlining our methods and analytical framework, we discuss the logics of health that 
emerged from the analysis of the literature. We draw out the different ways these logics problema-
tise wastes and attend to their assumptions about health. To avoid viewing different forms of health 
as simply in tension, we work with these logics to flesh out their intersections and capacities for more 
complex and critical research. Based on this analysis, in the fourth section we draw upon long-
standing ethnographic literature on waste labour to flesh out a critical public health agenda for 
waste. We argue that approaching waste as a systemic and infrastructural problem can also help 
address the overlapping conjunctural crises of public and planetary health – ‘coproductions of 
inequities, vulnerabilities, and marginalizations’ (Sultana, 2021, p. 2). Our review is intended to be 
of wide interest, but we had two audiences in mind when undertaking the analysis: critical public 
health scholars addressing environmental issues, and researchers in the environmental sciences 
concerned with the impacts of COVID-19 on waste.

Review methodology

To undertake this review, we mapped the various intersections of ‘waste’ and ‘COVID-19’ using broad 
search terms to enable conversations across diverse fields and disciplines. As the literature was 
rapidly expanding (and continues to do so), this required multiple review methods: a series of 
systematic searches through PubMed and Taylor & Francis, and more informally, to make up for 
temporal lags and algorithmic shortcomings in databases, papers were also located through social 
media, workshops, and conferences. Database searches were repeated three times in the review 
process: the first preliminary search was undertaken in October 2020 and the final search was 
performed on the 26 April 2021. The search terms were COVID-19 or coronavirus AND waste 
management. We tested other search terms to avoid oversights, including SARS-CoV-2 AND waste 
management, however the same results emerged from the process. After reading and reviewing 
abstracts, and checking reference lists, we identified 123 relevant papers via the systematic searches: 
22 through Taylor & Francis, 101 through PubMed. Papers were included in the review if they 
evaluated, compared, used, or described COVID-19 and waste, and/or the waste sector or waste 
management practices.

Four key publication types emerged through our searches: (1) The majority of the publications 
were papers drawing out lessons and recommendations based on quantitative data (e.g. Ilyas et al.,  
2020), anecdotal evidence (e.g. Dente & Hashimoto, 2020), or national and local government 
responses (e.g. Das et al. 2021). These papers tended to be comparisons of different countries and 
regions – a reflection of how waste is routinely examined (and governed). (2) Letters to editors in 
high-impact medical and scientific journals, including The British Medical Journal and Science, were 
the second key form of publication (e.g. You et al. 2020b). (3) Commentaries, rather than empirical 
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research, emerged from the social sciences and humanities. The preponderance of social science 
commentary may be indicative of a slower time frame for publication of results from qualitative 
research. 4) And finally, by drawing on grey literature and policy documents, case studies of waste 
systems generated analyses of preparedness and response (e.g. Ragazzi et al., 2020).

Rather than review the state of knowledge on waste during COVID-19, we critically consider how 
health is constituted in the practices of research and writing. Our analysis draws out and delineates 
the different versions of health that are entangled with waste through Mol’s (2008) Logics of Health 
framework. In her ethnographic research of care practices for people with diabetes, Mol develops an 
alternative logic of care to the logic of individual choice that is often assumed to underpin Western 
medicine. Unlike ‘discourse’, the concept of logic refers to the rationality of particular practices, from 
which a style, rationale, and coherence can be discerned. Although waste is not usually imagined as 
a health practice (see discussion for exceptions), we found that during COVID-19 the questions of 
how to manage changing geographies of waste revealed there are different health logics at play.

The logics of waste

Environmental health: sustainability and experimentation

The so-called ‘natural experiments’ that unfolded early in the pandemic, when governments halted 
industries and transport systems to reveal cleaner air and bluer skies, highlighted the complex 
relations between COVID-19 and the climate crisis. Sarkodie and Owusu (2021) describe this 
environmental-health-economic nexus as ‘a trilemma’ to indicate the trade-offs between economic 
restrictions and reductions in pollution and thereby improvements in health. As we noted in the 
introduction, this push and pull of different logics in relation to waste (in the above example 
between ecological health and the ‘health’ of the economy) is powerfully encapsulated in the 
proliferation of disposable facemasks and single-use plastics. These are intended to offer protection 
against infections whilst also inevitably polluting environments (Bamber & Christmas, 2020; Tabish 
et al., 2020). These tensions highlight how COVID-19 is embedded in a broader set of intersecting 
health crises (Nzeadibe & Ejike-Alieji, 2020) in which problems are emergent, and as one challenge 
unfolds a new one is likely to arise (cf. Mol 2008).

In contexts where waste infrastructures were already overstretched, environmental derogations 
were enacted to address increasing volumes of waste and depleted workforces. In the UK, for 
instance, the Environment Agency allowed the temporary storage of wastes and incineration ash 
in sites not granted a permit (You et al. 2020b). Some of the changes in waste streams are described 
by Tabish et al. (2020, p. 8) who explain how: ‘lockdown initiatives have resulted in a rise in the 
quantity of packaging used to distribute food and produce to residences’. The increased use of 
single-use plastics was a concern right across the literature (e.g. Anderson et al., 2021; Fadare & 
Okoffo, 2020; J.J. Klemeš et al., 2020; Vanapalli et al., 2021), however the authors largely emphasise 
the role of consumers, thereby running the risk of responsibilising the problems of waste and 
wasting. Drawing links with reductions (albeit temporary and uneven) in air pollution, S.A. 
Sarkodie and Owusu (2021) argue that any environmental benefits have been offset by the sig-
nificant increases in medical and municipal waste streams. Ouhsine et al. (2020) also challenge the 
argument that the pandemic has led to ‘environmental restoration’ by highlighting increases in 
unrecyclable wastes and the increased and widespread use of hazardous chemicals in disinfectants. 
Measures to protect workers implemented by the waste sector have also affected waste supply 
chains and slowed down recycling processes, particularly in higher-income countries (Vaverková 
et al., 2020). Overall, the literature argues pandemic restrictions have intensified many environmental 
problems that preceded the pandemic.

Alongside these challenges, however, the pandemic has also been framed as a catalyst for 
environmental change, in which more ‘sustainable’ waste management approaches can be devel-
oped (Cesaro & Pirozzi, 2020; J.J. Klemeš et al., 2020; Kulkarni & Anantharama, 2020; Sharma et al.  
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2020). It is argued that the pandemic has made environmental issues more visible in ways that waste 
sector professionals consider opportune for wider structural change (Resource London, 2020). What 
this change might look like includes a variety of approaches, including: improvements to databases, 
and more accurate waste flow monitoring and modelling (Mihai, 2020); improved PPE and compli-
ance by employees and ‘state of the art’ management systems (Rahman et al., 2020); and the 
localisation of supply chains to build resilience during economic and social turbulence (Sharma 
et al. 2020). In a different set of environmental science papers, empirical data, largely from surveys 
and waste tonnage monitoring, have been analysed to delineate ‘lessons’ from countries or cities 
(Das et al., 2021), including Morocco (Peng et al., 2020), Bangladesh (Rada et al., 2020), Iran (Zand & 
Heir, 2020), Italy (Ragazzi et al., 2020), and Wuhan, China (Yu et al., 2020). Drawing on a broad range 
of data-sets or ‘unconventional data’ (Dente & Hashimoto, 2020), and assembling data and analyses 
through apparently novel approaches, these papers suggest an experimental approach to environ-
mental health where the long-term promissory impacts of the pandemic are broached with 
scepticism.

Public health: surveillance and transmission

A key concern in the public health literature we reviewed is the surface transmission risks posed by 
waste materials. Early case studies of waste management practices set in ‘high-risk’ settings, includ-
ing hospitals (Lima et al., 2020; Peng et al., 2020) and universities (Rada et al., 2020), traced the effects 
of the rapid re-classifications of waste during the pandemic outbreak. For instance, the disposal 
implications of classifying all medical waste as biohazardous waste (Tabish et al., 2020) and the 
uncertainty of domestic waste as sources of onward infection (M. P. G. Mol & Caldas, 2020) meant 
local governments had to reorganise the labour of waste collection and create new public guidelines 
for sorting domestic waste. Municipal waste management, and in particular the processes of solid 
waste collection became a central public health concern (Mihai, 2020).

As a result, papers discussed local interventions and approaches for future public health pre-
paredness plans. These included technologies that might limit transmission (Ilyas et al., 2020); 
disinfectants and waste quarantine (Kayshap et al. 2020; Di Maria et al., 2020), particularly given 
the initial uncertainties associated with transmission routes (see, Mondelli et al., 2021); and new 
procedures for processing waste that break routes of exposure (Hoseinzadeh et al., 2020; Di Maria 
et al., 2020; Tabish et al., 2020). Improvements in existing mechanisms of waste collection and 
disposal were also discussed (Tabish et al., 2020), in addition to improving access and availability of 
PPE (Nzediegwu & Chang, 2020) and updating occupational health protocols (Hoseinzadeh et al.,  
2020). This focus on presumed fomite transmission in communities via environmental media shaped 
the kinds of interventions proposed. It has also led to investments in waste water epidemiology that 
focus on how waste streams can be used as indicators of community carriage of infections (Harries 
et al., 2020; Lodder & de Roda Husman, 2020; Mallapaty, 2020; Nourinejad et al. 2021; Paleologos 
et al., 2020; Tiwari et al., 2021; Tran et al., 2021) and as diagnostics for potentially discerning 
community transition in the future (Manoj, 2020; Mihai, 2020; Naughton, 2020; Nghiem et al.,  
2020; Paleologos et al., 2020).

Beyond surveillance and transmission, there was limited discussion on the public health 
implications of pressures on waste management. As one study about the effectiveness of solid 
waste management in different countries during and after the pandemic pointed out, there is 
an absence of research on the social and environmental impacts of COVID-19 on the waste 
sector compared with studies detailing changes to consumer practices and waste generation 
(Liang et al., 2021). We found two papers that did discuss the consequences of public health 
interventions on day-to-day experiences of urban environments, including the challenges of 
implementing waste management policy in lower-income settings (Islam et al. 2020) and the 
public health implications of COVID-19 on living conditions (Murray et al., 2020). In terms of the 
latter, a study in Chicago examined how social distancing measures to protect public health led 
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to increased rat activity in residential areas because of restaurant closures (and therefore 
a reduction in garbage), which the authors associate with negative impacts on people’s health 
and wellbeing (Murray et al., 2020). Although poor waste management is a risk for spreading 
COVID-19, the accumulation of waste was largely reported as a ‘management issue’ – of 
maintaining flows and meeting contractual service-level obligations (see, Gregson & Forman,  
2021 on the centrality of contracts in waste geographies). The problem of waste seems to be 
conceived in economic and service terms rather than in connection to the pressures on waste 
management and the dangers they pose to public health.

Occupational health: labour and risk management

The emerging logics of public health and environmental health intersect to generate important 
insights on waste during the pandemic. However, they are not yet adequate for fully under-
standing and addressing the challenges to the waste sector caused by, or rendered visible by, 
the pandemic. As Dey (2020) argues, because waste impacts all dimensions of societies it is 
necessary to find ways to articulate waste as a collective problem (rather than a problem for 
consumers, for instance). With the need for social distancing measures, more sickness among 
‘frontline’ waste workers, and changes to the organisation of waste collection due to increases 
in domestic waste, the everyday practices of waste work have become more difficult to carry 
out. Compared to the papers underpinned by logics of environmental health and public health, 
the review has only thrown up a handful of papers substantially and critically discussing the 
pressures on waste workers and emerging occupational hazards during COVID-19 (Nzeadibe & 
Ejike-Alieji, 2020; Salve & Jungari, 2020). These have tended to be case studies of the pressures 
faced by waste managers and local authorities, who feared that labour shortages due to social 
distancing and furloughing would lead to service disruptions (Souter et al., 2020). For waste 
managers occupational health is a central concern in the pandemic response, largely because 
workers are both at risk and pose risks for transmission (e.g. ADEPT, 2020; Resource London,  
2020; UNEP, 2020). Yet there is a paucity of research published on occupational health. This is 
echoed by Storr et al. (2021) who call for renewed interest in cleaners and sanitation workers as 
‘key workers’within any pandemic response (also see McClure et al. 2020).

Similar to other public services like health care, the protection of occupational health is 
essential for the continuity of services that ensure public health. The ‘essential’ work of waste 
collection during the pandemic has started to draw attention to occupational health concerns 
in this sector (e.g. Torkashvand et al. 2021). These are particularly concerning in contexts where 
infrastructures and supply chains were already under strain. For instance, in the UK (where the 
authors are located), the marketisation and privatisation of the waste sector along with 
ongoing cuts to local government funding through austerity policies, has eroded this critical 
service to the barest essentials. Notable engagements include research of interventions to 
protect workers from transmission risk, such as the implementation of protocols to cut possible 
‘pathways of exposure’ in day-to-day practices (Nghiem et al., 2020; Shammi et al., 2021). Other 
research showed that exposure risks have largely been reported in sites where workers handle 
waste in close proximity to each other (Hoseinzadeh et al., 2020; Zand & Heir, 2020). 
Nonetheless, occupational health-related concerns in these examples centre on workers’ bodies 
as sites of exposure rather than wider occupational health risk issues, such as exhaustion from 
longer shifts and greater absenteeism during COVID-19, which added pressures to waste work. 
Indeed, the logic of occupational health broadly overlooked more systemic questions around 
labour justice, sustainable waste management, and health equity. This brings us then to 
questions of how to hold these different logics together – what might a multi-logic approach 
to waste look like, or require?
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Discussion

Re-constituting logics

The review has focused on three health logics of waste that are distinct, but by no means separate. 
Our task is to now flesh out these logics, attend to their intersections, and then open-up the 
discussion to consider what they enable in terms of developing a critical public health agenda for 
waste. In other words, to consider how waste can be approached as a health issue (and why doing so 
matters). We suggest that these logics are becoming entangled, with COVID-19 encouraging 
a mixing of issues; hitherto siloed disciplines are taking on public health and environmental health 
concerns, and researching public health matters that are increasingly dependent on the state of 
occupational health. This set of circumstances requires a multi-logic approach that is capable of 
accounting for the different relations of health that complex problems like waste evoke.

First, the logic of environmental health approaches COVID-19 as an opportunity to study the 
harmful ecological effects of waste management. Like government lockdowns that led to reduc-
tions in air pollution and (momentarily) exposed the impacts of industrial processes underpinning 
modern life, the proliferation of disposable PPE has also rendered economies and cultures of 
disposal visible. This is seen most explicitly in ‘coronalitter’ discourses. However, the new sights of 
disposal during COVID-19 have also reified waste, treating waste materials and the individuals 
discarding them as ‘bad actors’. Such environmental health approaches individualise responsibility 
and overlook the relations of power that shape waste-full systems. The coronalitter discourse is 
also underpinned by the assumption that there is a ‘right place’ for waste – an assumption 
predicated on the disposability of certain (often racialised and classed) bodies and lands (cf., 
Liboiron, 2021). At the same time, our review indicates how calls for more ‘sustainable’ waste 
management are also considering the intersections of climate change, resource use, health 
inequalities and the impacts of waste managament.

Rather than addressing the systems that environmental health gestures towards, the logic of 
public health is narrowly focused on COVID-19 transmission and surveillance. Waste becomes a site 
for detecting and knowing the virus, and research is often directed to serve top-down public health 
interventions. The reviewed research on surveillance does not engage with the pivotal social science 
scholarship that has shed light on the ethical and practical implications of biomedical-centric 
surveillance approaches (e.g. Lohse & Canali, 2021) and tends to ignore how political systems 
shape policy responses (e.g. Lees et al. 2021). This evasiongoes some way in explaining why the 
intersections of waste and public health often focus on discarded PPE. Responsibility to protect 
health continues to be framed as an individual problem because social and material contexts are not 
being paid attention to. As our review highlighs this can result in the overarching concern of waste 
classification and quarantine locating blame for environmental harm on the individual and consumer 
practices of disposal (see, Roberts et al., 2021 for a discussion on litter). This narrow framing of the 
problem closes down possibilities for more nuanced and complex conversations about waste.

The political, social, and economic dimensions of waste labour were rarely a concern in the 
reviewed papers. Although the practices of waste work invited attention to workers’ bodies in terms 
of occupational health risk, the inequalities that shape this work were erased. Public health during 
COVID-19 is contingent on workers who are exhausted and often insecurely employed. Widespread 
industrial action led by waste workers during the pandemic – taking place across India, South Africa, 
the United States, and the UK, at the time of writing – have drawn attention to the pivotal role of this 
work. The widespread industrial action captures how health injustices are interlinked across scales 
and sites (Sultana, 2021). Indeed the ‘health’ of cities always relies on – or comes at the cost of – the 
health of those working with waste (see, Nagle, 2014; Reno, 2016). Yet in our review there was no 
discussion about the social implications of waste workers serving as a pressure-point, nor what might 
be learned for future preparedness. We argue that these practices must be apprehended and 
improved on in their own terms (cf. Mol 2008: 73), not only because occupational health is 
a political concern but also due to the capacity of occupational health to traverse different logics.
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A more broadly defined approach to occupational health, which moves beyond risk management 
to account for the politics of waste labour, is a generative entry point for building what we call 
a ‘multi-logic’ approach. Holding public health, environmental health, and occupational health logics 
together enables critical conversations about the causes and impacts of the increasing toxicity and 
tonnage of waste. So, how might critical public health scholars move forward in this field? Although 
occupational health and labour have been side-lined, there is much to be learned from the ethno-
graphic work on waste labour published over the past decade (e.g. Fredericks, 2018; Nagle, 2014; 
Reno, 2016). This scholarship has highlighted how waste work is central to the health of cities, for 
instance. Foregrounding labour reveals how waste management ‘sutures’ bodies and infrastructure 
together (Fredericks, 2018) in ways that make it vulnerable to collapse in a pandemic – despite it 
providing a core public service (cf. Dey 2020).

Learning from the longstanding social science literature on waste labour, we outline 
a research agenda for approaching waste as a critical public health problem: (1) first, under-
standing waste as an infrastructural issue. This means rejecting the ‘myth’ that waste is 
fundamentally a consumer problem (cf., Liboiron & Lepawsky, 2022) – a myth that is implict 
in much of the environmental health literature. (2) Second, understanding waste management 
as a form of care. Approaching waste management as care labour, for instance, re-values risky, 
marginalised, and ‘dirty’ work (see, Gregson et al., 2016). This pivotal relationship between 
occupational health risks and public health protection has yet to be critically considered for 
matters of waste (although see, Reno, 2016). However, during COVID-19, the politics of 
occupational health has rendered this relationship visible. By exploring the interrelations 
between different logics of health matters of waste can be attended to and cared for through 
a multi-logics approach. (3) Third, understanding waste as a planetary health problem 
(Hinchliffe et al., 2021). This involves attending to intersecting injustices (Sultana 2021), as 
exemplified in the discourses surrounding striking waste workers and so-called climate revival. 
Waste as a planetary health problem can create new ways of holding public, environmental, 
and occupational health logics together. By outlining how different logics of health shape how 
waste is problematised, we propose this agenda as an invitation to examine the changing 
constitution of health within and beyond these logics.

Conclusions

This interdisciplinary review demonstrates how waste has come to matter in distinct ways 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, providing opportunities to re-think waste as a problem. We 
analysed the different research engagements with COVID-19 that surfaced in the waste litera-
ture, drawing out logics of environmental health, public health, and occupational health. In 
doing so, we highlighted how waste has the capacity to re-assemble actors and ideas around 
health at a time of intersecting health crises and inequalities. By delineating different logics of 
health, we identified productive overlaps and reshufflings that also offer analytical purchase on 
the ways in which the problem of waste might be articulated, or joined together. Our review 
illustrates why it is not possible to separate cultural or disciplinary understandings of waste 
from the practices and processes of management – the point is not to swap one logic with 
another but rather to help articulate their coexistence (A. Mol & Hardon, 2020). We therefore 
offer a reminder that waste is not merely discarded material to be managed away, rather, waste 
should be understood as fundamentally constituting the social (see, Moore, 2012) – or, in this 
context, constituting health. At a time when waste has been made to matter like never before, 
it is vital for critical public health scholars to re-centre waste in their research and discussions 
about health. By drawing out, and reading across, different logics of waste emerging during 
COVID-19, we argue waste offers an important and generative starting point for doing critical 
public health research.
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